IN FOCUS
This Summer, Watch Films That Create Change
Read here →

LET'S RAMA
Don't miss SALAM NEIGHBOR
Embedded in Jordan's Za'atari refugee camp,
two filmmakers uncover the inspiring stories of
individuals rallying to rebuild their lives
Streaming all of June
Watch here →

PODCAST: IMPACT TALKS
The Refugee Crisis Beyond the News Bursts
Chris Temple and Zach Ingrasci | Directors, Salam Neighbor
Alessandria Masi | Managing Editor of Syria Deeply
Qutaiba Idlibi | Researcher at Global Policy Institute
Moderator: Rowaida Abdelaziz | Reporter at HuffPost
Listen on Soundcloud →

COVER PHOTO
SALAM NEIGHBOR
By Chris Temple and Zach Ingrasci

ENJOY ON DEMAND
THROUGH THE WALL
By Tim Nackashi
Watch here →

SIMA CLASSROOM
Join the conversation about film and
digital storytelling in the classroom via
our new Participate Community Forum
Join here →

FISCAL SPONSORSHIP
WE SUPPORT CREATIVE IMPACT
Introducing our newest SIMA program
learn more here →

“...is a privilege that those of us
who have the power to act cannot afford to exercise,
even when we are complicit in the images.”
- Megan Garber, The Atlantic